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THE STORY

Legendary Grammy, Emmy, Pulitzer and Academy Award winners have created
with the Blackwing 602 pencil. The list of ambassadors includes John Steinbeck
and Chuck Jones who proudly used Blackwings to create Bugs Bunny and many
other Looney Tunes charcters.
Blackwing‘s roots go back to the 1930‘s when the 602 model was first intoduced
by Eberhard Faber. In 1998, after several corporate acquisitions, it was discontinued, but not forgotten. In fact, fans began paying as much as $40 on eBay for a
single Blackwing pencil.
In 2010, Palomino revived the Blackwing pencil using California Genuine Incensecedar and premium Japanese graphite. Blackwing pencils are now available with
firm, balanced or soft graphite, drawing rave reviews from users and national
media attention.

First, people love the feel of a quality analog tool. From vinyl records and old books,
to film cameras and worn-down pencils, there’s something in the tactile feel of an
analog tool that is in our DNA. Second, people love to make things. Whether it’s a
doodle or a house, people love to create things with their hands. Third, people love
to help each other. People love to share their work, donate their time and money,
and open their hearts to others in need.
These are the three pillars of our culture.
Feel something. Make something. Give something.

THE BLACKWING DIFFERENCE
Every pencil is made of graphite and wood. Only Blackwing pencils combine the
best graphite in the world, the best wood in the world, and generations of craftsmanship to create an exceptional pencil. When you’re looking for the perfect
pencil to write a song, sketch a landscape or brainstorm a business idea, look for
Blackwing’s distinct rectangular eraser.

ANATOMY OF A BLACKWING
REPLACEABLE ERASER
The removeable, replaceable
eraser ensures the pencil is
always functional

ICONIC DESIGN
The Blackwing‘s iconic design
gives it a timeless look.

DEBOSSED IMPRINT
Foil desbossed imprint gives
each Blackwing pencil an
elegant look.

PREMIUM FINISH
Multi-coated lacquer
gives every Blackwing
a luxurious finish.

GENUINE INCENSE-CEDAR
Cased in Genuine Incense-cedar wood from California and
Oregon that sharpens evenly
and easily

CRAFTED GRAPHITE
Premium Japanese graphite
crafted with clay for strength
and wax for smoothness

THE COLLECTION

BLACKWING - BLACK
Ideal for musicians, woodworkers and anyone who prefer a soft, dark line, the Palomino
Blackwing is the softest of the three core Blackwing models.
Blackwing pencils feature a timeless matte black finish, iconic square Blackwing ferrule and black eraser.
Blackwing pencils come in packs of 12.

THE COLLECTION

BLACKWING 602
The Blackwing 602 features a firm and smooth graphite core that helps it deliver on its promise of
„Half the Pressure. Twice the Speed.“
Blackwing 602 pencils feature a gunmetal grey finish and iconic square Blackwing ferrule with a pink eraser.
Blackwing 602 pencils come in packs of 12.

THE COLLECTION

BLACKWING PEARL
The Blackwing Pearl features a pearl white finish, gold imprint, white eraser, and a balanced and
smooth graphite core that is softer than the graphite found in the Blackwing 602, but firmer than the graphite
found in the Blackwing. Every Blackwing Pearl pencil features the iconic square Blackwing ferrule.
Blackwing Pearl pencils come in packs of 12.

THE COLLECTION

BLACKWING NATURAL
The Blackwing Natural features an exposed Incense-cedar barrel
with a subtle clear matte finish and our popular extra-firm graphite.
Every Blackwing Natural features a gold imprint, grey eraser and the iconic square Blackwing ferrule.
Blackwing Natural pencils come in packs of 12.

THE COLLECTION

BLACKWING COLORS
Designed for people seeking creative balance away from the daily grind, each Blackwing Colors pencil
features a unique soft and smooth color core designed specifically for coloring.
Each pencil features the same semi-hexagonal barrel found in our graphite pencils and
a metal end cap that adds a bit of weight, giving the pencils a comfortable, balanced feel.

THE COLLECTION

black

white

pink

yellow

grey

orange

green

navy

red

REPLACEMENT - ERASERS
Hack your Blackwing pencil and give it a custom look with Blackwing erasers.
Available in black, white, pink, orange, green, blue and red, so you can finally have that all-black
Blackwing or classic pink-erasered Blackwing 602.
Palomino Blackwing Replacement erasers come in packs of 10.

THE COLLECTION

LONGPOINT SHARPENER
The Blackwing Long Point Pencil Sharpener creates the perfect point using a two-step sharpening process,
first sharpening the wood and then precision sharpening the graphite core to a long, fine point.
Every sharpener comes with two replacement blades and an automatic brake that prevents over-sharpening.
The Long Point Sharpener is available in black or white.

THE COLLECTION

BLACKWING POINT GUARD
The Blackwing Point Guard is designed to ensure your Blackwing pencil gets wherever you’re going in one piece.
Crafted out of lightweight, machined aluminum, the Point Guard goes over the point of your Blackwing pencil,
keeping it safe in your bag, pocket, or pencil roll.
Available in matte black, bright gold and silver

THE COLLECTION
BLACKWING PENCIL POUCH
Each of our Pencil Pouches is hand-crafted in San Diego, California using black Martexin waxed
canvas and oiled black leather and a heavy-duty Talon zipper that can take plenty of abuse,
included a leather zipper pull and grip tab for easy opening and closing.
Each durable waxed canvas pouch can hold up to 24 unsharpened Blackwing pencils.

BLACKWING PENCIL ROLL
The Blackwing Pencil Roll is also hand-crafted in San Diego, California using grey Martexin waxed
canvas and oiled black leather. Each canvas roll can hold five Blackwing pencils, a memo book and
a sharpener, while being flexible enough to adapt to a variety of uses.

THE COLLECTION
Blackwing 602 Slate Notebook
Every Blackwing 602 Slate features 160 pages of high-quality, 100 GSM paper, a durable dualsewn binding, wear-resistant graphite grey hardcover, canvas spine, pink ribbon marker and
unique pencil holster that comes loaded with a Blackwing 602 pencil.
The Blackwing 602 Slate is available at Brevi Manu trade
in ruled, blank or dot grid paper.

THE COLLECTION
Blackwing 602 Summit Notebook
The Blackwing 602 Summit notebook is your mobile workstation. Every notebook features 160
pages of high-quality, 100GSM paper sewn bound between a graphite grey soft cover. Each
notebook measures 7.5in x 10in when closed and 15in x 10in when opened, giving you room for
brainstorming sessions, ledger notes, landscape sketches, and anything else your work demands.
The Blackwing Summit 602 Notebook is available at Brevi Manu trade
with blank or dot grid paper.

SPECIALS

Blackwing Volumes Print
The Blackwing Volumes Print features some of the last limited edition Volumes pencils illustrated
by Samantha Dion Baker, an artist, author and Blackwing Maker based in Brooklyn, NY. Each
print is a frameable 11×14 inches and is printed on uncoated Mohawk smooth 80lb cover stock.

Blackwing Enamel Pins
Each set of Blackwing Pins includes one of each design inspired by our Blackwing 602, Blackwing
Pearl and Blackwing pencils. Each pin is die-struck before being painted with colored enamel and
plated with a bright gold finish.
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